


Motivation

Background：

It was usually considered infeasible to mount effective black-box attacks with a few test samples 
(eg 1000 images) because adversaries can not train a surrogate model well with limited data.[1]   
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Motivation

Existing research：

(1) Adversarial examples can be generated by perturbing representations at shallow layers of 
DNNs.[1]

(2) Regarding the representation of shallow layers, there do not exist critical differences between 
those models learned from a few data and that of the whole training data.[2]
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Method

Error Transformer：
To further improve the attack performance, we propose Error TransFormer (ETF) to alleviate 

adverse impact caused by approximation error:

φ: The shallow layers of lightweight sorrogate model
x: The images
xg: The guide images 
φ(x, w): The feature of shallow layers
g: the function parameterized with w\w1 used for processing the first layer’s outputs
w: The parameters of  model  φ
w1: The first layer parameters of model φ
w\w1: The parameters of model φ with the first layer
w1A: The approximation error between the lightweight model and the target model 
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